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CONTROVERSEY OVER NEW LT rnA I R.\1AN

Sir Richard Way, the present Chairman of the London
Transport Executive, has l et i t be knO\\'I1 for sane time
that he did not wish to be reappointed wben his present
five- year contract expi res at the end of 1974.
Accordingly, the Greater London Council has made a
new appointment - Mr Kenneth Robinson , who has accepted
the post f or a term of f our years at t he present salary
of £19,250 per annum.
Mr Robinson, who is 63 years of age , was the Minister
of Health i n t he last Labour Government and has been the
Managing Director, Personnel and Soc i al Policy Division,
British St eel Corporation, since 1972 .

Not everyone, however, is sat isf i ed with the new
appointment, although not hing is linplied against the new
Chairman himself. Within a week of t he announcement of
his acceptance, an emergency rrotion was prepared to be put
forward at the Annual Conf erence of the Transport Salaried
Staff s Association at Eastbourne urging t he retention of
Sir Richard for a f urt her t erm, and it was reported that
t he motion was supported by 11 of the 13 London Transport
branches of the Association urges t he Executive
Carrnittee to get the GLC to reta in Sir Ri chard and "regrets
t hat Sir Richard's appointment has not been renewed ,
particularly as he has shown his genuine concern for the
wellbeing of public transport- and those \vho serve the
industry" .
It is not known whether Sir Richard would be prepar ed
t o even reconsider his decision, let alone accept s ervi ce
for a further term, and in any case as t he new incumbent
has already been appointed, i t could cause canplicat ions
i f he would , but the mere submiss ion of t he motion by t he
TSSA br anches raised sane interesting points which s hould,
p r haps, be examined a little more closely .

In ui ~1': of London Transport's continuing, and even
wors ening. staff problems. the fa c t that .Mr Rob inson has
xperience in the personnel field is a very valuable attr i but.e.
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and because of the changing attitude throughout the metropolis towards
public transport, his knowledge of social problems will also be put
to good use.
But is this enough?
Without in any way denigrating Mr Robinson's obviously high
qualifications for the job, it is inevitable that, with a Labour
Government in power, and a GlC that is Labour controlled, this will
be seen as a political appointment by many people, which is not a
good thing.
The question it raises is, assuming that Sir Richard Way would
not take on a further tenn, would it not have been possible to have
appointed as Chairman scmeone fran the present Executive? Both
the Underground and the Road Services of LT are going through a
period of fairly rapid change and expansion now, and an intimate
knowledge of the systan as it stands, and of the plans now being put
into effect, and others in the pipeline, would SeEm to be a very
valuable asset to an incaning Chairman.
Such detailed knowledge
can only come fram having worked up through the organisation - it
cannot be picked up easily by someone caning fram outside (although
it must be admitted that an entirely fresh mind brought to bear on
existing problems may well have advantages).
Is the appointment of an outsider an implied

~ggestion

that the

GlC does not consider anyone inside LT as suitable to head the

Executive? If this is what they think, then many people would
strongly disagree, for london Transport is very well served by its
senior officers and Executive members, several of whom could fill
the Chair with distinction.
It must not be forgotten, either, that same of the most
successful periods in the history of the LTE and its predecessors
have been when the leadership has been in the hands of saneone with
long experience of the organisation - and this is a time when
success is needed badly, and in the changed public transport climate
could be put to good and lasting use.
One thing is certain; whoever is in charge at 55 Broadway, some
thing must be done to improve the service LT is now able to give to
the public, and at the same time take advantage of the present
favourable circumstances for pushing the claims of a public trans
port systan against other projects for what funds are presently
available for capital investment. To do this successfully strong
political connections are an inestimable advantage, and it could
well be that Kenneth Robinson could score his greatest triumphs in
this sphere. There is plenty to work on, for we have heard a lot
about the developnent of london transport systems in the past few
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It was only in February 1974 that lDndon Transport made public
the news that they had installed an exper~ntal ccmputer~rated
systEm at Watford on the Metropolitan Line. Details of this
installation were given in the June issue of this Journal C'A Pilot
Canputer-Control Schane on the Met" - pp 83-85), and at the end of
that article it was said that it was obvioUs that, if the pilot
schane was a success, it would be extended ..
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In fact, even before the June issue was off the press, indirect
evidence of success was to hand, for early in May LT announced a
£300,000 order for canputers and associated equip:nent to be
developed for canputerised railway control on the Northern and
Victoria Lines .
The order is the first step in a £700,000 project which will
improve services - particularly on the Northern Line - by making
the best possible use of available staff and rolling stock. The
systEm will also ease the load on traffic regulators and improve
the availability of service infonnation to local supervisors. The
Executive predicts that, when the systEm is fully operational in
the late 1970's, the improvanent in service regularity and spacing
of trains will be equivalent to running two additional trains in
service on the Northern Line.
At a time of continuing staff shortage, the ccmputer develop
ment is another step towards full autcmation on the Underground, and
maintains LT's position in the forefront of railway control
technology .
'I\vo GOC 4080 canputers, together with associated equip:nent fran
the GOC MARClI 4 series, have been ordered fran GOC-General Signal
Limited. The equip:nent will be installed during 1975 at the Euston
control centre for the two Lines concerned, and control systars
will be developed over a five-year period. One catp.lter will be in
use at a t~; the second will be used for developnent work,
programoo testing and detennination of the effect of exercising
alternative control strategies upon the railway systan, and will
act as a standby in the event of a fault. The two machines will
be interchangeable.

The installation will work through the existing centralised
signalling systEm in association with IOOre than 70 progranme
machines. It will be canpatible with the future use of local
computers if, as is hoped fran the Watford experiments, these
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bedstones raroved., also about 20 cubic yards of ballast and bank.
'!bis \\Ork was carmenced as soon as the old bridge had been rolled
out, and continued until about 8 a.m., rock drills and hydraulic
cartridges being used. The old concrete abutments proved to be
roore solid than was antiCipated.
"The hauling in of the new bridge caunenced at 3.10 a.m., and
followed the breaking down of the tops of the old abutments, and
soon after 8 a.m. the new bridge was in its proper aliganemt. At
9.35 a.m. the new bridge had been lowered to its final pc:sition
and linked up, and at 11.25 a.m. the first down train passed over
the new bridge. At 11.40 a.m. the first up train crossed the
bridge".
The whole of the work was carried out by the Metropolitan's
Engineer and Architect, Messrs E.A. Wilson and C. W. Clark. 'Ihe
contractors for the work were 'Ihe Pitcher Construction CaIpany,
whilst the cutting away of the concrete on the old abutments was
carried. out by the Darolition and Construction Co. Limited.
the same magazine carried a ccnplaint about
the Hdisgraceful overCJ."Ol.\ding on the up trains". 'Ihe Association
suggested that the Metropolitan could in:prove the pc:sition by
"the addition of a coach or the substitution of a third class
for a first class coach, whidl in the earlier trains, is
superfluous" .

'IOPlCAL IUl':

PLACES NEAR '!HE lJ.ND1BlBOON[)

D.F. Croane
'Ihe pre-war twopenny Underground t:iIootable booklets went out
of their way to be helpful. Apart fran the main t:iIootables, there
were lists of first and last trains. times to allow for crossing
central london, coupons to send in for a season ticket quotation
or for free maps and a page on "How to get the most out of this
book" • There was also a table of ''Places near the Underground 
How to reach San3 inp::>rtant places outside the Central Area of
london by taking a bus, trolleybus or tram direct fran an Under
ground station"o
In the timetable valid fran 17 July to 24 September 1939 this
table listed 60 places, but t\\O or more alternative routes were
given for 13 places, so that the table covered 77 interchange
stations and 80 routes. '!be maxinun length of journey was 23
minutes by 141 bus fran Edgware to Boreham,v(xxi, and the shortest

102
2 minutes fran Hounslow East to I..anpton (Bus 110, llOA, 110B).

The selection of places was curious. With all due respect to
their residents, it is hard to find justification for calling
Child I s Hill or Corbets Tey "important'l, or Cowley, Cranford,
Cranham, HighWO<Xi Hill, Lampton, Petersham, Roe Green or Stroud
Green.
Only ten places south of the Thames were listed; ex
Underground Group bias was shown in the listing of only three
Metropolitan Line stations (although such is the density of
Underground Lines north west of London, that it is difficult to
find an "important" place on a bus feeder fran a Met station that
is not itself on another Underground line). There was also a
pronounced pro-bus bias (or anti-tram/trolleybus bias!).
The heading to the table mentions that through road-rail
ordinary or season tickets were available for sane of the
journeys, and this may partly account for the curious selection.
It may also have been official policy to publicise places which
would later be served direct by the railway extensions of the
1935/40 New Works Programme, such as Barnet, Perivale and Strat
ford, but it is' difficult to account for five separate ways
being given to reach Muswell Hill (Broadway or foot), including
the direct bus 43 fran Archway (called Highgate in this table,
but Archway in the train tables) taking 11 minutes, and the in
direct bus 102 fran Archway taking 17 minutes. Other places with
alternative routes, included the delightfully old-world "Weir
Hall" (EdJronton, The Canbridge) with three routes.
The canpiler seans to have a blind spot about the trunk
trolleybus routes 629/641 (now bus 123) and 627/659/679 (now bus
259 and 279) as the traveller to Enfield was routed via Enfield
West, to Winchrrore Hill via Southgate, to Palmers Green via
Amos Grove, and to Edmonton via Arnos Grove or Turnpike Lane,
instead of the sinple ways via Wood Green for the first three and
Manor House for the last. There was an extraordinary routeing to
Cowley via Hillingdon by bus 220 (given on the contemporary bus
map as operating a 6Q-m:i.nute frequency) when two rrore bus routes
were available by changing at Uxbridge.
After the entry for Hendon "Bell" was Hendon 11I.M3t1, which
suggests that the quicker way might have been fran St Pancras
"IMS" by train filMS"
Only one route used trams, that to
Stratford via Bow Road.
0

Sane of the routeings seemed to be deliberately circuitous,

such as Weir Hall via Arnos Grove, or Muswell Hill via Bounds
Green. If the table was designed to help the traveller fran
central London, surely only one route per place would have
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sufficed, and space would have been released for sane of the
Itirnportant placesl! that were emitted, such as Alexandra Palace.
Bethnal Green, Brixton, Camberwell, Greenwich, Raynes Park or
Stamford Hill. Clearly, integration still had same way to go.
w)ERNISATION AT BIACKFRIARS STATION

The £1m reconstruction and modernisation of Blackfriars
station (District and Circle Lines) commenced in April 1974.
Much of the work is being carried out to enable British
Railways and King's College, Cambridge, to redevelop their
properties, which are partly over the Underground station. The
opportunity is also being taken to modernise other sections of
the station, which is used by over eight million passengers
a year, as part of London Transport's plan to up-date the
Underground system generally.
The work includes reconstruction of the roof over the
platforms and tracks at the east end of the station and also
a 125 ft length of tunnel roof beyond.
The ticket hall will be completely remodelled to tmprove
the layout and to enable a new short flight of stairs to be
built to link with the new BR ticket hall in Queen Victoria
Street; this will benefit the 700,000 season ticket holders
and the many other passengers who interchange annually ben~een
the two stations. The work will take about 2 years, and part
of the cost will be met by the developers.
UNDERGROOND PR£:lR:SALS in 1921

H. Lourdes-Creswell
While researching other transport history, I came across a
1921 map of the proposed Central London branch to Richmond by
means of a short tunnel fran Shepherds Bush to- the newly
derelict London & South Western line north of Hanmersmith and
running beside the District Railway to Turnham Green.
It may be worth recording that the Westbound District
platform at East Ham had at that time an enamelled Underground
map which showed this extension as a blue (if I rEmEmber
correctly) dotted line.
It is also of interest in showing only East Acton on the
Ealing extension.
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ed names of two

tc

and also

Diagram shewing the proposed extension of the Hampstead Line from Golders
Green to Edgware: the proposed Junction of the Hampstead line with the City
and South london Railway; and the resultant new through route from Edg .... are
and Highgate to the City and the South of london. The City and South london
Railway will be reconstructed throughout. (New constructions indicated by
dotted lines.)
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3rd May 1974
Dear Sir,

t

4.

Mr Echlin's letter in the May Journal seems to me to be so
riddled with muddled thinking and inaccurate statements that
it is difficult to know where to start to reply to him.

i

s
f;

Firstly the inaccuracies :
1.

No R49 cars have been scrapped. The only cars of R
stock to be withdrawn are twenty-one No 2 R47.

2.

There was no such thing as East London Line COP stock.
The trains of COjCP stock which operated the East London
Line service were part of the District Fleet and when
displaced helped to increase the float of stock on the
hard-pressed District.

3.

4.

Secondly, I will try to deal with his misconceptions.
1.

5.

LT does keep as many cars in service and trains as long
as possible, but ·with more than one type of stock on
the District and the uncoupling in the off-peak hours it
meant that any disruption prevented all the 2-car
portions fran coupling to 6-car trains of the same stock,
with the result that 6-car trains ran in the peaks while
many 2-car units stood idle. Eight-car District trains
need extra care by platfonn staff (of which there is a
shortage) at catwalks and to make all trains into 7-cars
obviated this as well as not requiring the provision of
shunting crews used to form up the 8-car peak-hour trains.

2.

The reference to wheel cracks is irrelevant - this has
caused a tanporary withdrawal of stock, and would still
be with us, in proportion, whatever the length of train.

3.

I can I t imagine a "praninent staff manber" saying that
it was L. T, policy to get 8-car trains,
When I was Line
Engineer (Central) I said to the Society that the ideal

line to run fran a rolling stock maintenance standpoint
was the Central with trains composed of two identical

M
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The only aJjCJ? stock to have been scrapped are a
few motor cars beyond economical repair and the
trailers rendered surplus by the "7-car programre".
The station maps, and now the car route diagrams, show
the East London line in a distinctive way.
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4-car units, but no one, I am sure, would say that it
was policy to have all trains of eight cars. Indeed,
the new Piccadilly Line trains will have only six.

3rd May 1974
4.

Those of us who can ranati:>er the Central Line platform
lengthening schane before the war would observe that
it takes several years of inconvenience during recon
struction before the travelling is llnproved - if, in
fact, it is.

5.

Mr Echlin thinks the scrapping of 1938 stock "pranature"
and "a waste of public [OOney". Perhaps he would like

to me to be so
atanents that
to him.
y cars of R

2 R47.

to face the residents of the Barnet area and defend his
statanents. Any rolling stock can be made to run alroost
indefinitely, providing the custaner is ready to accept
the rapidly increasing maintenance costs as the stock
ages (and providing one had the staff to do all the
extra VlOrk). One has only to canpare the failure rates
of the CO/CP and C69 stocks on the Hanmersmith and Circle
to realise that there canes a time to replace ageing
stOcks',- hCM'ever nuch orie sentinientalises abOut than:
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6.

Mr Echlin assumes that the next stock on the East london
Line will be the R stock. I am prepared to wager that

whatever it is, it will not be that!
I am afraid I have no knowledge of the track raising costs
but I shudder at the thought of the cost of returning the with
drawn District stock to service.

The m::anber of units surplus to timetable requiranents varies
fram stock to stock and fram line to line for good reason, and
I hesitate to take up further of your space because I fear
Mr Echlin will "see a little, presume a lot, and jump to
conclusions".
Yours faithfully
Acton Works
130 BolIo Lane, Acton,
london, W3 8BZ

H.Clarke
Divisional Engineer 'A' (Railways)
london Transport

6/6/74
Dear Peter,
I recently crune across an old advert for a game called
L. U. T., which consisted of a board with mounted map of the
london Underground, playing pieces in form of miniature
Underground carriages, playing cards in form of station and

108
journey cards.
The finn Benco Novel ties Ltd are not at the address on the
advert (in fact the present tenant has been there for ages) so
presun they no longer exist.
I wondered i f any manber has one of these old games and
\\OUld be willing to lend it to me for a few days.

Yours sincerely
40 Kings Road,
Chalfont St.Giles,

A.D. Platzer

Bucks

REVIEWS

Exhibitions
1«xlel Railway Club Exhibition; Central Hall, Westminster;
16th-20th April 19740
Canpared. with previous Central Hall exhibitions, this one
reached the all-time lOW', but there was more to interest the
Underground enthusiast.
On the models side there was a collection of Metropolitan
Railway Wagons and Vans, an L. T. Battery IDeo, and a C.L.R.
Electric U::x::o all in 'S' gauge made by Alan Cruikshank.
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Perhaps at last more railway modellers realise that a rail
way systan runs under London and is worth modelling.
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Art in Transport; Guildhall Art Gallery, London;
fran 8th to 25th May 1974; presented by the Transport Trust,
Hick Hargreaves and Co Limited and Ire Transport Press Limited.
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At rhe 1«xlel Aeronautical Press stand was Frank Briggs, a
very early ma:nber of the Society, and on shOW' there was a
painting in oils by Stewart Hine of Ealing Oammon Depot in
modern times. valued at £25.

An unusual and attractive exhibition of paintings. prints

and engineering drawings from the beginning of the industrial
revolution to the present day. One of the main features is a

selection of Hick Hargreaves' drawings of locaootives built
by the canpany' s predecessors and dating fran the 1840s; these
have been taken fram a very large and valuable collection of
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drawings which have recently been presented to the Trust 8
Library by the canpany, and they are works of art in then
selves. Needless to say, all forms of transport were well
represented, as were roost of the fannus transport and marine
artists. Not many of the exhibits were of direct Underground
interest, but two of the faIIXXlS Metropolitan prints were on
show together with a selection of London Transport posters,
and there was a roost unusual and evocative painting by Alan
Denley entitled "Shadwell Station, Underground" showing an
F stock train disappearing out of the station~ Many of the
exhibits were fram private or company collections and so are
not usually available for public viewing, so the exhibition
provided a valuable opportunity to see some rarities.
I
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Early Railway Prints fran the Collection of Mr and Mrs M.G.
Powell; Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington,
London; 16th May-22nd Septari:ler 1974; admission free.
ter;
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This is not only a very attractive exhibition, it is also
a very important one. It canprises an excellent selection
frem the Powell Collection of railW8¥ prints, sane of than
well-known ,fran reproouctions in books and magazines, others
quite unknown - and it is particularly interesting and
instructive to discover how much roore appealing are the
familiar prints 'When seen in the original.

:s Limited.

Anyone interested in the early history of railways ought
to take the trouble to go along for an hour or so; there are
a number of exhibits depicting lDndon railways, although not
very many directly concerned with the Underground. The two
famous and oft-reproduced chranolithographs of the Metropoli
tan, Baker Street Station and_the junction at ~r~ed Street
respectively, proouced by Kell Bros are there, and a very
interesting ''View of the Entrance to the East India Docks
wi th Proposed East London Railway" by S. Hanning is worth
mentioning; this last is undated but appears to have been
prexiuced shortly after the opening of the Docks in 1806, a
supposition lent credence by the fact that the trains shown
on the proposed railway are horse drawn.
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Other London exhibits worthy of attention are "Eastern
Counties Railway - Stratford Viaduct and Bridge over the
River Lea" by George Harley, which, shows a windmill in the
background; "Le Roi a la station de New-Crass" by E.H. T.
Pingnet, ca:rma:rorating the visit to lDndon of King Louis
Phillipe of France and showing considerable detail of both
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station and train; three excellent prints of the wndon and
Greenwich, and a rather crude view of Pr03sers Patent Guide
Wheel Carriages being daronstrated on the (wooden-railed)
tracks laid on Wimbledon Cammon in 1845.
The majority of the prints have very considerable artistic
merit, but one artist stands out clearly above the others - John
Cooke l3cJurne, and of all the exhibits the finest fran an
aesthetic pJint of view is Bourne's "wndon and Birmingham
Railway: Canx:len Town Depot", a hand-coloured lithograph taken
fran ''Drawings of the wndon and Birmingham Railwayll published
in 1839, and it is closely followed by his "wndon and
Birmingham Railway: Canx:len Town Fixed Engine Station".
There is an excellent booklet published by the Museum in
conjunction with the exhibition; while it is not a canplete
catalogue, it contains reproductions in black and white of many
of the exhibits in its 88 pages, together with a useful outline
of the subject in the text. Written by Michael Darby, it costs
65p.
NEWS FLASHES

1339
During Decalher 1973 Bakerloo Line passengers began to
need same athletic ability to alight fran northbound trains at
Queensbury, as the south end of the platfonn accelerated its
long-established drift down the platfonn and consequently away
fran the track. By April 1974 it was canpletely rebuilt, trains
meanwhile depositing passengers on the ranaining useable pJrtion.
Incidentally, although irrelevantly, the Queensbury platforms
straddle the Harrow/Brent boundary.
1340
A train of 1972 Mk II tUbe stock was noted in the sidings
at Hainault on Saturday 25-5-74.
1341
LT are arranging further visits behind the scenes for the
general public this year; these will take place during the
period July-SeptaIber, min:imm1 age for visitors will be 15, and
anx:>ng the places being opened to inspection are Acton Works,
Neasden and Ruislip Depots, North\llli:)er land Park Depot and the
Research Lab.
1342 The City and South wndon ''Padded cell" car, which has for
so 19n9 been an exhibit at the old York Railway Museum (which
cl03ed 31-12-1973) is shortly to be returned to wndon TranspJrt,
and will go to the Collection at Syon Park.
1343
During January 1974 a notice appeared at Queensbury
station which, although it \\QUId probably have been quite clear
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in the 1930's, may well have been confusing to present-day
passengers - "You may buy your ticket either side of the
passimeter" .
1344 As fran March 1974, all C-o-As-You-Plea,'5e tickets have
been available fran every Underground station fran which they c.an
be used, except annual tickets, which must still be obtained
fran 55 Broadway. Tickets for the shorter periods are still
available fran Enquiry Offices as before.
1345 Spouses of LT bus staff have free travel on buses and the
'Jnderground fran 1-4-1974; the identity cards carry photographs.
1346 There are plans for the construction of two tower office
blocks over Wi.niJledon sta.tion, but it is not known whether offiee
develoPlEnt pennits have been granted yet. I f so, the buildings
are expected to be ready for occupation in June 1978.
1347 A special train was being run on Saturday 30-6-1974 to
take the District Line's Eastern Section members to their Sports
Gala at Acton.
1348 Recently, Brook Street Bureau have published advertise
ments in the London evening papers consisting of 25 small street
plans showing same of the branches of their employment agency in
relation to Underground stations. Quite useful for locating
stations to people other than job seekers, each plan has the
name of the station above it, and they are arranged
alphabetically fran Aldgate to Victoriao
1349 Press revelations made during the past year of the
activities of the Russian secret police, the KGB, indicate
that among other plans under discussion has been the sabotage
of the London Underground. Welcome to the Banbshoi?
1350 A report on public transport in Edinburgh favours the
restoration of the tramway system on both econanic and
environmental grounds.
1351 The other side of the coin - Copenhagen is reported as
bitterly regretting the abolition of its trams a year or so ago
as four buses now carry the passengers formerly carried by ~ne
tram, journey times are longer, and the buses are less canfortable.
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SCCIETY NCYl'ICES

Past President Charles E. Lee is to be awarded the deg:-ee of
Honorary Master of Arts by the University of Kent at Canterbury
at its Congregation on 13-7-1974. We congratulate Mr Lee, who
is very well known to our members for his books and articles,
lectures and talks on railway history, and is a former Associate
Editor of the Railwav Magazine.
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Vice President Sir John Betjeman has supplied us with the
exception which proves the rule. Having stated in the June
'Underground' that LT never grant cab passes, we now have to
report that Sir John, who has long been a devotee of the
Metropolitan in particular and railways in general, has recently
been given a cab ride on the Circle Line through the good offices
of Sir Sidney Green, General Secretary of the National Union of
Railwaymen and Sir Richard Way, Chairman of LT. Sir John rode
in the cab of a C69 stock train fram Sloane Square to Euston
Square, and was then shown the Coburg Street Control Roan and
given another cab ride on the Victoria Line.
Journal Corrections There were a number of printing errors in
the June issue of the Journal, and these should be corrected
as follows :
" p. 88 , line 1 of (iii) "Regional" should read ItRegion".
/ p. 90, line 8 of "Maooirs of a Met Carrnuter", "line"
should read "lines"
.r p. 91, 3rd line fram bottan, tlblack" should be "blank"
/ p.92, last para. and p.93, first para, - should be
deleted as it is a duplication of material
appearing above on p. 92.
/ p.95, line 8 of last para. "full" should read "dull"
'!HE TIMETABLE

19.00 for 19.15 Friday 12th July at LT's White City Training
Centre, Wood Lane. An Illustrated Talk entitled "Maintenance
of Way and Works" will be given by Mr B.O. Buglear, Civil
Engineer (Maintenance), London Transport. This is an
interesting and important subject, not previously covered
at a Society meeting, and the speaker is an expert.
Saturday 17th August Visit to Liverpool Street station,
London Transport; a very interesting station historically.
Names for this visit to be sent to G.P. Jasieniecki,
6 Redcliffe Street, London SWIO 900, accanpanied by a first
class stamped addressed envelope.
CYIHER EVEN'IS

10.00-17.00 Saturday 6th July British Railways Open Day at
Brighton Station; an old Waterloo & City car will be on shcw,'.
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